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and under English conditions produced a type of recruits in no way inferior and probably superior to that recruited by competitive examination. The impression I got was that the selection office recruited more men of educational brilliance, that the general level was not inferior to that of a Competition office but that the tail was worse. The inferiority of the tail I attribute partly to grave errors of judgment and partly to jobbery. Jobs undoubtedly do occur wherever patronage exists; but for various reasons they were not common. Consequently I came out to India with a certain bias in favour of selection as a method of recruitment in preference to competitive examinations.
56.	I propose to deal first with the commonest
type of recruitment, namely, the recruitment of young
men generally between the ages of  19 and 24 of
whom nothing is required except that they should
possess  either   (a)   an  adequate  general  education
or (6) a general education with a bias towards certain
subjects  of  study  such  as   science,   economics   or
mathematics.
To class (a) belong the general executive services such as the Indian Civil Service and the provincial services. To class (&} belong such services as the Forest Service, the Audit and Accounts Service and the Railway Services in which it is important that the recruit should have attained a degree of proficiency in studies which form the foundation of his future work.
 57.	For practical purposes there is little difference
between classes (a) and (&).    The only difference is
that in class (b) where recruitment is by examination,
the syllabus lays emphasis on those subjects of study
which are specially important.
 58.	My experience of Indian conditions has con
vinced me that whether I was right or wrong as to
England, I should be entirely wrong if for this class
of appointment in India I advocated appointment
by selection.    I think that for the class of recruit-'
ment  I  have mentioned the  only way of  getting
a satisfactory result  is  by  competitive   examina
tions.
 59.	I should first like to assume a case "in which
the selection is absolutely honest without any sus
picion of racial or communal bias and is directed
solely to the end of obtaining the best man for the
public service; and to compare the conditions under
which the selection is carried out in England and in
India.
 60.	In England a Selection Committee generally
has a comparatively small number of candidates with
whom to deal.   With regard to each candidate it
(a) His academic record at the university.
(t?) His record as to games.
(c) His record at school.
(<f) The opinions of those who have had the best opportunities of judging of his attainments and character.
Each of these items can be weighed almost to a nicety. Everybody knows for instance what value is attached to a First class at the older Universities ; what it means that a man has been captain of a school eleven; and with regard to testimonials the Selection Committee generally knows both those irho have given them and those who have received them and knows what vahie is to be attached to •ttte opinion of t&e giver. All the conditions are as favourable as they well can. be to appointment by
wtvru.
w». I have sat on many Selection Committees in India and have observed their difficulties. For the purpose of recruiting to a provincial service the -conditions would probably be as follows:—
(1) The Selection Coinmittee (generally far too large) would consist of a number of senior officials with a minority, large or small, of senior non-officials. FtVLS! t3wHa l^ve bad ^^y extensive experience of -selecting candidates. Many of them seldom or never in tne&r da% lives encounter young Indian -^aafrates: few of tfcem are in a positiontoassess
 the educational attainments or the intelligence of the candidates who come before them.
 (2)	There may be anything up to 200 candidates.
It may be taken almost for granted that each of
these candidates  will possess a University  degree
from one of the many Universities in India, will
have played one or more games, will be certified to
possess an excellent moral character, and will present
the most excellent testimonials.
 (3)	How   then   is   the   Selection   Committee   to
discriminate between them ?    Seldom by any of the
criteria mentioned in the preceding paragraphs.  The
•standards of Indian Universities vary so infinitely between themselves and vary so much at different times and in different schools that it is .seldom possible to draw any sound conclusion from a University degree. The higher distinctions of certain Indian Universities are sparingly granted and have a well recognised value. The higher distinctions of certain other Indian Universities cannot be regarded as guarantees of educational excellence. It is however very unsafe to assume that the candidate from, one of the Universities of the latter class is not a good candidate.
With regard to games a conclusion can be drawn from quite exceptional excellence, which is of course rare. In the maj ority of cases it is impossible to draw the same conclusions as can be drawn from similar facts in England. In England most undergraduates have ample opportunities of playing all games except perhaps lawn tennis and golf. In Indian Universities the opportunities are very uneven, and the tradition iu favour of games is not so pronounced. An advocate of games in England might turn a candidate down if he had never played habitually any game except lawn tennis, it would not be fair to do that in India. It is also impossible to assess the value of a statement (e.g.) that a candidate was in the -hockey eleven of a particular hostel in a University, since it might well be that in that hostel only eleven people played hockey.
With regard to testimonials (except again in very exceptional cases) I do not think anyone, as regards Indian candidates, attaches or can attach the slightest value to them. The exceptional case is a particularly enthusiastic testimonial from a professor, the value of whose judgment is well known to some member of the Committee. That carries weight and is apt to carry excessive weight as against a candidate whose professor is equally well qualified to express an opinion, though his qualifications for doing so are not known to the Committee.
(4) How then does a Comraittee form its opinion ? It attaches such weight as it can to degrees, etc. It interviews the candidate for periods varying from about ten minutes to half an hour. During this period it examines bis physique, manners and general demeanour and tries to get some idea of his intelligence. The last process is generally attempted by firing questions on general knowledge at. "him and by asking him what English books he has read. General knowledge is a valuable acquisition, but questions asked at an interview must be selected capriciously and may put a candidate at a serious disadvantage. It is far ruore easily tested by a general knowledge paper. Inquiries as to what English books the candidate has read generally end in a stalemate.
(&) The tedium of the process contributes materially to the uncertainty of the result. One hundred and fifty candidates examined for twenty minutes each means fifty hours work ; and since human nature is not equal, to a greater strain, this means ten'days interviewing for five*hours a day. I do not think that at the end of such a process any member of the selection Committee can claim to have any distinct recollection of the respective merits of the candidates they have interviewed or to have judged all the candidates by the same standard.
What has probably happened is that all the Committee have probably concurred in rejecting entirely a hundred out of 150 of the candidatesT

